
Today’s question

Is there such a thing as a ‘social brain’?
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1. Challenges facing a (social) organism
Cultural memory, reputation, transitive inference

2. Pressures on (social) brain development
Cost-benefit of a larger brain, social brain hypothesis, foraging brain

3. Functional neuroanatomy
Social network size, status, and mentalizing

Today’s docket



Niche construction: the neglected process in evolution

Challenges facing an organism



Challenges facing an organism

What problems does a (social) organism 
need to solve?

Acquire information about the environment
• By interacting with the physical environment (personal information)

• By monitoring others’ interactions (social information)

Retain that information: inheritance/transmission systems
• Genetic inheritance system

• Epigenetic inheritance system

• Ecological niche construction

• Behavioral inheritance system

• Rapid communicative innovations

Deal with an environment made of other cognitive agents
• By, among other things, keeping track of relationships and reputations



Challenges facing an organism

Cultural memory

Copying others is smart because everyone does the best thing they know 

— individuals tend to perform tried-and-tested, high-payoff behaviour from 

their repertoire. By copying, individuals access a pool of ideas that are, on 

average, far more productive than what they could otherwise have picked 

up through trial-and-error. If this ‘adaptive filtering’ was switched off in the 

simulations, copying no longer paid. With this filtering, other individuals 

become a vast memory store of highly valuable information.

Acquiring information about the environment



Challenges facing an organism

Reputation beyond cultural information

Retaining information about the environment



Challenges facing an organism

Tracking relationships

Ahla, the goat-herding baboon

When Ahla comes home in the evening after feeding, she will first go to the enclosure and 
from there through a door to the lambs’ enclosure. From here, she can only hear the adult 
animals, but not see them. Once she hears from inside the voice of a lamb that is calling for 
its mother, she will retrieve the correct lamb and jump through the opening between the two 
enclosures and put it underneath the mother so it can drink. She does this flawlessly even 
when several other mothers are calling and several lambs are responding at the same time. 
Apparently, she knows every animal in the herd but it seems unclear how she effectively 
recognizes them.

Dealing with an environment made of other cognitive agents



Challenges facing an organism

Transitive inference

Dealing with an environment made of other cognitive agents

A, B and C are strangers to 3 

2 > 3
in earlier interactions



Challenges facing an organism

Reputation

Dealing with an environment made of other cognitive agents



Challenges facing an organism

Reputation

Dealing with an environment made of other cognitive agents
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Pressures on brain development

A biological anomaly



Requirements of a larger brain
Pressures on brain development



Social brain hypothesis

Primates with more complicated social lives have bigger brains

Pressures on brain development



Complex foraging brain hypothesis

Animals with more complicated foraging niches have bigger brains

Pressures on brain development



Cultural intelligence hypothesis

Animals with role models can rapidly learn and generalize innovative skills

Pressures on brain development
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Functional neuroanatomy

Social network size



Functional neuroanatomy

Social network size



Functional neuroanatomy

Social dominance



Functional neuroanatomy

Social network size & mentalizing ability



Functional neuroanatomy

Social network size & mentalizing ability
WHERE’S THE POST OFFICE?

Sam wanted to find a Post Office so he could buy a Tax Disc for his car. 
He was already late buying one, as his Tax Disc had run out the week before. 

Because traffic wardens regularly patrolled the street where he lived, 
he was worried about being caught with his car untaxed. 

As Sam was new to the area, 
he asked his colleague Henry if he could tell him where to get one. 

Henry told him that he thought there was a Post Office in Elm Street. 
When Sam got to Elm Street, he found it was closed. 

A notice on the door said that the Post Office had moved to new premises in Bold Street. 
So Sam went to Bold Street. But by the time he got there, the Post Office had already closed. 

Sam wondered if Henry, who was the office prankster, had deliberately sent him on a wild goose chase. 
When he got back to the office, he asked another colleague, Pete, 

whether he thought it likely that Henry had deliberately misled him. 
Pete thought that, since Sam had been anxious about the Tax Disc, 

it was unlikely that Henry would have deliberately tried to get him into trouble.



Functional neuroanatomy

Social network size & amygdala connectivity



Take-home concepts

•Yes, there is such a thing as a ‘social brain’, 
consisting of medial prefrontal cortex, 
amygdala, and temporal areas (among others)

•These regions arguably developed to cope with 
the (social) complexity of human life, but how 
they work remains largely an open question



Next up

•Animal Social Cognition


